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Orthodox Calendar 2023 – The mission of the Orthodox Church in America, the local Orthodox Church, is to be faithful to the commandment of Christ: “I go into all the world, and make disciples of all nations, baptizing in the name of God

Father of the Son and of the Holy Spirit … “Just in time for the new year! These calendars are an annual resource published by the Communications Department of the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of America.” Saints in Greek and English as Guide to Fasting, Daily Bible Reading, and Memorial Remembrance of the Ecumenical Patriarchs of Constantinople → Buy Now: www.orthodoxmarketplace.com About the Orthodox Market

Orthodox Calendar 2023
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The Orthodox Market is the official online store of the Greek Orthodox Diocese of the United States and is operated by the Department of Religious Education. Books, icons, religious objects, gifts and materials from Publishers and other suppliers to fully support these ministries.

The Orthodox Church In America

Do you have any questions? Orthodox Market Email: [email protected] Toll Free: 800-566-1088 www.orthodoxmarketplace.com It is possible that the date of the Orthodox Church sometimes coincides with the dates of other churches. However, it can also occur after 5 weeks.

Thus developed the formula adopted by the Orthodox Church, which adopted the new calendar – that is, the Feast of Tabernacles was celebrated 13 days before the old calendar, while Easter and all the movable feasts they relied on remained.

Calculated according to the old calendar – which is seen as a compromise with those who oppose change. On the other hand, modifications need to be made to correct the old calendar. On the other hand, the calculation of Easter is kept as before so as not to violate the Holy Canons.

However, this compromise shows that it is not possible to prevent the running of the “old calendar” line that followed. Planner lets you add daily, holy, holiday, and fast Bible reading directly to your digital calendar on your PC (Apple Calendar, Google Calendar, Microsoft Outlook, etc.) or mobile device!

Ecclesiastical Wall Calendars Available

Planners follow the religious year (church) from September 2022 to August 2023. Only digital printing is available for 2022-2023. Orthodox observers place the Church in the context of the present world in which we live through diverse and informative experiences – providing participants with meaningful exchanges with Greek Orthodox priests, their ministries and branches.

The experience provides key content that is locked to listen, watch and read. For leadership, growth and inspiration. Personal fasting days include the Feast of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross (September 14), the beheading of St.
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John the Baptist (August 29) and Epiphany Eve (January 5), as well as all Wednesdays and Fridays. However, there is no fasting between Christmas and Epiphany during the tenth week before Easter, the week after Easter, and the week after Pentecost.

Although the word represents a complete fast or drink, fasting, as practiced in the Orthodox Church, means fasting of fish, dairy products, olive oil, and wine. A complete fast is intended for fasting several hours before Holy Communion.

About The Planner

The rules of fasting set by the Canons are very strict. And although they are still observed in monasteries and by religion, today most Orthodox Christians find it difficult to adhere to traditional customs for a limited time.

However, any deviation from the law is permitted only in consultation with the spiritual father or with the prior consent of the local hierarchy. The information on the website of the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of America is for informational purposes only.

Some individuals and organizations are presented for reference purposes only and may not be under the control or jurisdiction of the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese. The Holy Diocese does not exercise administrative oversight or authority over clergy who are not part of the Greek Orthodox Church in the United States.

The diocese responds to the spiritual needs of faithful Orthodox Christians through the National Ministry by providing programs and services to the parish, the capital, and you. We invite you to consider sharing the resources God has given you by making a gift to the diocese.

The Old Calendarists

Your support helps us to promote the important work of the Ministry. Orthodox observers place the Church in the context of the present world in which we live through diverse and informative experiences – providing participants with meaningful exchanges with Greek Orthodox priests, their ministries and branches.

The experience provides key content that is locked to listen, watch and read. For leadership, growth and inspiration. Orthodox observers place the Church in the context of the present world in which we live through diverse and informative experiences – providing participants with meaningful exchanges with Greek Orthodox priests, their ministries and branches.
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The experience provides key content that is locked to listen, watch and read. For leadership, growth and inspiration. The American Orthodox Diocese, headquartered in New York City, is the diocese of the Ecumenical Patriarchs of Constantinople, and the mission of the diocese is to proclaim the gospel of Christ, teach and spread the revived Orthodox faith.

And lead the life of the Church in the United States in accordance with the doctrines and traditions of the Orthodox Church. The diocese responds to the spiritual needs of faithful Orthodox Christians through the National Ministry by providing programs and services to the parish, the capital, and you.

Holy Days In The Orthodox Church

We in

vite you to consider sharing the resources God has given you by making a gift to the diocese. Your support helps us to strengthen the important work of the Ministry. The information on the website of the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of America is for informational purposes only.

Some individuals and organizations are presented for reference purposes only and may not be under the control or jurisdiction of the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese. The Holy Diocese does not exercise administrative oversight or authority over clergy who are not part of the Greek Orthodox Church in the United States.

The church year, according to Byzantine practice beginning on September 1, is divided between a fixed Sabbath and a change. The changed holy day is determined by the date of Easter – the most important of all holidays – which is in the class in itself.



The date of Easter is determined precisely by a decision of the First Ecumenical Council made in Nicaea (325). After Easter comes the “Twelve Great Festivals”, the essentials of which three can move. Eight of these holidays are dedicated to Christ and four to the Virgin Mary.

Online Version

There are also a number of holidays of different significance, most of which commemorate the more popular saints. The diocese responds to the spiritual needs of faithful Orthodox Christians through the National Ministry by providing programs and services to the parish, the capital, and you.

We invite you to consider sharing the resources God has given you by making a gift to the diocese. Your support helps us to strengthen the important work of the Ministry. If you use Google Calendar or any other calendar that can sign up for ICS files online, you can use any of the links below.
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Copy and paste the link into your calendar system where it asks you to subscribe or add by URL. Orthodox observers place the Church in the context of the present world in which we live through diverse and informative experiences – providing participants with meaningful exchanges with Greek Orthodox priests, their ministries and branches.

The experience provides key content that is locked to listen, watch and read. For leadership, growth and inspiration. The information on the website of the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of America is for informational purposes only. Some individuals and organizations are presented for reference purposes only and may not be under the control or jurisdiction of the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese.

Orthodox Easter

The Holy Diocese does not exercise administrative oversight or authority over clergy who are not part of the Greek Orthodox Church in the United States. As an alternative to calculating the Passover at Easter, a “Passover (Passover)” session was organized.

The Orthodox Church eventually accepted the 19-year cycle, and the Western Church had an 84-year cycle. The use of two different “Passover cycles” gave way to the differences between Eastern and Western churches regarding Easter celebrations.

The change date of the vernal equinox is added to these differences. So it is a combination of these variables that explains the different dates of Orthodoxy, Easter, when it differs from Christianity. The diocese responds to the spiritual needs of faithful Orthodox Christians through the National Ministry by providing programs and services to the parish, the capital, and you.

We invite you to consider sharing the resources God has given you by making a gift to the diocese. Your support helps us to strengthen the important work of the Ministry. The date of Easter is determined by calculation based on the vernal equinox and the phase of the moon.

Religious Calendar History And Development

According to the decision of the First Ecumenical Council in 325, Easter should fall on the Sunday after the first full moon after the vernal equinox. If a full moon occurs on Sunday, Easter will be celebrated the following Sunday.

The day that is considered to be the deadline of the vernal equinox is March 21st. The American Orthodox Diocese, headquartered in New York City, is the diocese of the Ecumenical Patriarchs of Constantinople, and the mission of the diocese is to proclaim the gospel of Christ, teach and spread the revived Orthodox faith.
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And lead the life of the Church in the United States in accordance with the doctrines and traditions of the Orthodox Church. The American Orthodox Diocese, headquartered in New York City, is the diocese of the Ecumenical Patriarchs of Constantinople, and the mission of the diocese is to proclaim the gospel of Christ, teach and spread the revived Orthodox faith.

And lead the life of the Church in the United States in accordance with the doctrines and traditions of the Orthodox Church. The information on the website of the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of America is for informational purposes only.

Old And New Calendars

Some individuals and organizations are presented for reference purposes only and may not be under the control or jurisdiction of the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese. The Holy Diocese does not exercise administrative oversight or authority over clergy who are not part of the Greek Orthodox Church in the United States.

The American Orthodox Diocese, headquartered in New York City, is the diocese of the Ecumenical Patriarchs of Constantinople, and the mission of the diocese is to proclaim the gospel of Christ, teach and spread the revived Orthodox faith.

And lead the life of the Church in the United States in accordance with the doctrines and traditions of the Orthodox Church. ភូមិភាគឆ្លើយតបទៅនឹងតម្រូវការខាងវិញ្ញាណរបស់គ្រិស្តអូស្សូដក់គ្រិស្តបរិស័ទដែលស្មោះត្រង់តាមរយៈក្រសួងជាតិ ដោយផ្តល់កម្មវិធី និងសេវាកម្មដល់ព្រះសហគមន៍កាតូលិក រាជធានី និងអ្នក។ យើងសូមអញ្ជើញអ្នកឱ្យពិចារណាចែករំលែកធនធានដែលព្រះបានប្រទានឱ្យអ្នកដោយធ្វើអំណោយដល់ភូម

ិភាគ។ ការគាំទ្ររបស់អ្នកជួយយើងក្នុងការលើកកម្ពស់ការងារសំខាន់របស់ក្រសួង។ អ្នកសង្កេតការណ៍គ្រិស្តអូស្សូដក់ដាក់សាសនាចក្រនៅក្នុងបរិបទនៃពិភពលោកបច្ចុប្បន្នដែលយើងរស់នៅតាមរយៈបទពិសោធន៍ចម្រុះ និងផ្តល់ព័ត៌មាន – ផ្តល់ជូនអ្នកចូលរួមនូវការផ្លាស់ប្តូរដ៏មានអត្ថន័យជាមួយអាចារ្យគ្រិស្តអូស្សូដក់ក្រិក ក្រសួង និងសាខារបស់វា។ បទពិសោធន៍ផ្តល់នូវខ្លឹមសារសំខាន់ៗដែលចាក់សោដើម្បីស្តាប់ មើល និងអាន។

សម្រាប់ភាពជាអ្នកដឹកនាំ ការរីកចម្រើន និងការបំផុសគំនិត។ ភូមិភាគគ្រិស្តអូស្សូដក់របស់ជនជាតិអាមេរិកាំង ដែលមានទីស្នាក់ការនៅទីក្រុងញូវយ៉ក គឺជាភូមិភាគនៃអយ្យកោ Ecumenical អយ្យកោនៃទីក្រុង Constantinople ហើយបេសកកម្មនៃភូមិភាគគឺដើម្បីប្រកាសដំណឹងល្អរបស់ព្រះគ្រីស្ទ បង្រៀន និងផ្សព្វផ្សាយជំនឿគ្រិស្តអូស្សូដក់ ធ្វើឱ្យរស់ឡើងវិញ អភិវឌ្ឍ។ និងដឹកនាំជីវិតរបស់សាសនាចក្រនៅសហរដ្ឋអាមេរិក ស្របតាមគោលលទ្ធិ និងប្រពៃណីរបស់គ្រិស្តអូស្សូដក់។ ភាពខុសគ្នាមួយទៀតនៅក្នុងនិយមន័យនៃបុណ្យ Easter រវាងគ្រិស្តអូស្សូដក់ និងព្រះវិហារគ្រិស្តសាសនាផ្សេងទៀតទាក់ទងនឹងកាលបរិច្ឆេទនៃបុណ្យអ៊ីស្ទើរ៍។ ដើមឡើយជនជាតិយូដាប្រារព្ធពិធីបុណ្យរំលងនៅព្រះច័ន្ទពេញបូរមីដំបូងបន្ទាប់ពី vernal equinox ។ ដូច្នេះ គ្រិស្តបរិស័ទបានប្រារព្ធពិធីបុណ្យ Easter នៅថ្ងៃអាទិត្យដំបូង បន្ទាប់ពីព្រះច័ន្ទពេញបូរមីដំបូងបន្ទាប់ពី vernal equinox ។ បន្ទាប់ពីការបំផ្លិចបំផ្លាញក្រុងយេរូសាឡឹមនៅគ.ស 70 និងព្រឹត្ដិការណ៍សោកនាដកម្មផ្សេងទៀតដែលនាំទៅដល់ការបែកខ្ញែកនៃជនជាតិយូដា ជួនកាលបុណ្យរំលងបាននាំមុខមុនថ្ងៃសមរភូមិ។

ហេតុផលសម្រាប់ការនេះគឺការពឹងផ្អែករបស់ជនភៀសខ្លួនរបស់ជនជាតិយូដាលើប្រតិទិនមិនជឿក្នុងស្រុកសម្រាប់ការគណនាបុណ្យរំលង។ ជាលទ្ធផល គ្រិស្ដសាសនិកភាគច្រើននៅទីបំផុតបានឈប់រៀបចំពិធីបុណ្យរំលងជាពិធីបុណ្យរំលងរបស់ជនជាតិយូដា។ ជាការពិតណាស់គោលបំណងរបស់ពួកគេគឺដើម្បីរក្សាការអនុវត្តដើមនៃការប្រារព្ធពិធីបុណ្យ Easter បន្ទាប់ពី vernal equinox ។ Martyr Lucius សមាជិកព្រឹទ្ធសភា Cyprus (ប្រហែល 310) ។ – ទុក្ករបុគ្គល Heliodorus និង Dusa នៅពែរ្ស (380) ។ Martyr Oswin, King of Deira (651) ។ ផ្លូវ Philibert នៃ Jumeges (Gaul) (685) ។

លោក Saint Hierotheos ប៊ីស្សពទីមួយ និងជាអ្នកបំភ្លឺនៃប្រទេសហុងគ្រី (សតវត្សទី 10 គ. លោក Saint Stephen I នៃប្រទេសហុងគ្រី (១០៣៨)។ New Martyr Theocharis of Neopolis in Asia Minor (1740)។ ព័ត៌មាននៅលើគេហទំព័ររបស់ក្រិចគ្រិស្តអូស្សូដក់ Archdiocese of America គឺសម្រាប់គោលបំណងផ្តល់ព័ត៌មានតែប៉ុណ្ណោះ។ បុគ្គល និងអង្គការមួយចំនួនត្រូវបានបង្ហាញសម្រាប់គោលបំណងជាឯកសារយោងតែប៉ុណ្ណោះ ហើយប្រហែលជាមិនស្ថិតនៅក្រោមការគ្រប់គ្រង ឬយុត្តាធិការរបស់ក្រិចគ្រិស្តអូស្សូដក់ Archdiocese នោះទេ។ Holy Diocese មិនអនុវត្តការត្រួតពិនិត្យផ្នែករដ្ឋបាល ឬការតែងតាំងសិទ្ធិអំណាចលើបព្វជិតដែលមិនមែនជាផ្នែកនៃភូមិភាគក្រិកគ្រិស្តអូស្សូដក់នៅអាមេរិកទេ។ ថ្ងៃបុណ្យ និងថ្ងៃតមអាហារនៅក្នុងព្រះវិហារគ្រិស្តអូស្សូដក់ត្រូវបានគណនាដោយយោងតាមប្រតិទិនពីរផ្សេងគ្នាគឺ ប្រតិទិនជូលៀន និងប្រតិទិនហ្គ្រេហ្គោរៀន។ ទីមួយត្រូវបានសន្មតថាជាអធិរាជរ៉ូម៉ាំង Julius Caesar ហើយដាក់ឈ្មោះរបស់គាត់។ ក្រោយមកវាត្រូវបានកែដំរូវនៅសតវត្សទី 16 ដោយ Pope Gregory XIII ដោយសារតែភាពមិនទៀងទាត់ដែលកើនឡើងរវាងពេលវេលាប្រតិទិន និងពេលវេលាតារាសាស្ត្រដែលបានគណនា។ ដូច្នេះប្រតិទិនហ្គ្រេហ្គោរៀនបានកើត។



orthodox liturgical calendar 2023, 2023 orthodox fasting calendar, greek orthodox calendar 2022, greek orthodox fasting calendar 2023, greek orthodox church calendar 2023, greek orthodox fasting calendar 2022, orthodox holiday calendar 2023, greek orthodox 2023 calendar
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Jackson
At Printable Calendar, we are committed to providing our customers with the best possible experience. We value your feedback and are always looking for ways to improve our products and services. If you have any questions or comments, please don’t hesitate to contact us. We are always happy to help!

Thank you for choosing Printable Calendar. We look forward to helping you stay organized and on track!”
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Printable template calendar




If you are looking for a website that offers printable template calendars, several options are available online. A printable template calendar is a pre-designed calendar that can be customized according to your needs and preferences.
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